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HOT MELT EDGE BANDER PEB250TRM

€5 .245,53 (excl. VAT)

Portable edge bander PEB250+ mounted in an extendable table for stationary processing of larger pieces.
This edge bander with glue pot, glues PVC, ABS, melamine or wood edges to straight, round or shaped

panels without any problems. The machine is suitable for processing edge bands with thicknesses
between 0.4-3mm and 10-62mm height. The model PEB250+ has speed and temperature control. Table
equipped with holder for rolls and automatic end trimmer. In addition, this table has an edge trimmer for

edge bands up to 1mm.

The edge bander PEB250TRM, like all other Virutex models, is equipped with a patented Teflon® coated
glue pot. This coating offers some very important advantages over other, similar machines. After use, it is

very easy to clean the glue container again, which makes this edge bander much easier to maintain.

SKU: VIR-PEB250TRM
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

Portable edge bander PEB250+ mounted in an extendable table for stationary processing of larger pieces. This
edge bander with glue pot, glues PVC, ABS, melamine or wood edges to straight, round or shaped panels

without any problems. The machine is suitable for processing edge bands with thicknesses between 0.4-3mm
and 10-62mm height. The automatic rollers and feed with guide system ensure that the edgebanding always
lands correctly on your panel. The height and thickness of the edgebanding is very easy to adjust using the
millimetre control. Finally, the machine also has an adjustable glue dosage so that you always use the right
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quantity for your workpiece.

With the portable edge bander PEB250+, both the speed of the rollers and the temperature can be controlled.
This makes the PEB250+ very suitable to work on moulded panels. The speed control allows you to always use
the correct speed in function of the work. This ability offers greater working comfort on moulded panels. The

table is equipped with a holder for rolls and an automatic end trimmer. In addition, this table has an edge
trimmer. Using this trimmer, edge bands up to 1mm thickness are trimmed in one smooth movement. Please

note: this edge trimmer only works at the top and bottom of the edge band. You still need to use a milling
machine for the end milling. The edge bander can be easily removed from the table for mobile work. In that

case you must use pre-cut edge bands.

Patented glue pot

The edge bander PEB250TRM, like all other Virutex models, is equipped with a patented Teflon® coated glue
pot. This coating offers some very important advantages over other, similar machines. After use, it is very easy
to clean the glue container again, which makes this edge bander much easier to maintain. This also means that
you can use other colored adhesives quickly and without any problems. No additional adjustments are required

to change the glue between two projects, even if it's differently colored. The adhesive rollers have been
polymerised to prevent damage to your edge bands.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Portable edge bander
Automatic end trimmer

Edge trimmer up to 1mm
PEB250+ with speed and temperature control & glue dosage

Patented Teflon® glue pot (230cm³)
Automatic rollers and guiding system
For straight, round or shaped panels

Thickness 0,4mm – 3mm
Thickness 10mm – 62mm

Gluing roller with polymerization processing

DESCRIPTION

Portable edge bander PEB250+ mounted in an extendable table for stationary processing of larger pieces. This
edge bander with glue pot, glues PVC, ABS, melamine or wood edges to straight, round or shaped panels
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without any problems. The machine is suitable for processing edge bands with thicknesses between 0.4-3mm
and 10-62mm height. The automatic rollers and feed with guide system ensure that the edgebanding always
lands correctly on your panel. The height and thickness of the edgebanding is very easy to adjust using the
millimetre control. Finally, the machine also has an adjustable glue dosage so that you always use the right
quantity for your workpiece. With the portable edge bander PEB250+, both the speed of the rollers and the

temperature can be controlled. This makes the PEB250+ very suitable to work on moulded panels. The speed
control allows you to always use the correct speed in function of the work. This ability offers greater working
comfort on moulded panels. The table is equipped with a holder for rolls and an automatic end trimmer. In

addition, this table has an edge trimmer. Using this trimmer, edge bands up to 1mm thickness are trimmed in
one smooth movement. Please note: this edge trimmer only works at the top and bottom of the edge band. You
still need to use a milling machine for the end milling. The edge bander can be easily removed from the table

for mobile work. In that case you must use pre-cut edge bands.

Patented glue pot

The edge bander PEB250TRM, like all other Virutex models, is equipped with a patented Teflon® coated glue
pot. This coating offers some very important advantages over other, similar machines. After use, it is very easy
to clean the glue container again, which makes this edge bander much easier to maintain. This also means that
you can use other colored adhesives quickly and without any problems. No additional adjustments are required

to change the glue between two projects, even if it's differently colored. The adhesive rollers have been
polymerised to prevent damage to your edge bands.

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 60 kg

Input Power 830W

Capacity glue container 230cm³

Working temperature
(adjustable)

120 – 200°C

Working speed (adjustable) 2-6m/min
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Min-Max. height of edge band 10-62mm

Min-Max. thickness of edge
band

0.4-3mm

Min-Max. thickness of edge
band (trimming)

0.4-1mm


